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Outline
o Motivation
o Definition of ‘sensing volume’ of coaxial probes
o Tissue content vs. measured properties
 Methods for dealing with homogeneous tissue consistent across
literature
 Methods for dealing with heterogeneous tissue are limited and
variable

o Remaining questions and challenges
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Motivation: Clinical Needs
o Dosimetry
o Hyperthermia
o Ablation

Stroke detection

SAR assessment

[Persson2014]

[Santorelli2011]

o Imaging and diagnosis
o Active implantable devices
o Novel technologies
Head & neck hyperthermia

Lung monitoring
[Moll2015]

[Paulides2015]
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Sensing Volume
o Definition: the volume of the tissue sample that
‘contributes’ to the dielectric property measurement
o Similar or related terms: “sensing depth”, “sensing
region”, “penetration depth”
o Interpretation and mathematical definition: ??
o no standard used in the literature
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Sensing Volume
Possible definitions:
1. The region into which EM fields from the probe penetrate
2. The depth at which a change in dielectric properties is measurable
3. The depth to which, e.g., dielectric properties of layers are
proportionally represented in dielectric measurements

May (or may not) depend on:
o frequency range
o probe diameter
o dielectric properties of material under test (MUT)
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Sensing Volume Shape
Side View

Rectangular

Top View

Cylindrical

Hemispherical
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Homogeneous Tissues
o Example: liver
o Sensing volume: irrelevant, as long as sample is big
enough to avoid reflections from edges
o Take measurements from multiple points on sample
and average to obtain bulk dielectric properties
o No histological analysis required
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Heterogeneous Tissues
o Measuring properties is inherently challenging
o spectroscopy has the effect of averaging the properties
throughout the sensing volume [Lazebnik2007a]

o Histological analysis required, based on:
o the tissue types present
o their relative occupied volumes
o their distribution and structure within the sample
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Histology
o Histological Process:
o excise sample
o preservation and fixation (e.g. in paraffin)
o thinly slice sample (3 - 5 µm)
o mount on slides
o staining or dying
o image slides digitally
o inspection and interpretation by pathologist

[Veta2014]

o Determination:
1. types of tissues present
2. if diseased tissue is present, grade and characterisations
3. distribution or structure of tissue types
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Histology: Sources of Error
o Poor fixation
 changes in tissue structure [Veta2014] [Lazebnik2007a]

o Uneven staining
 incomplete/out of focus images [Veta2014]

Raw images
with same stain
[Veta2014]
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Histology: Sources of Error
o Poor fixation
 changes in tissue structure [Veta2014] [Lazebnik2007a]

o Uneven staining
 incomplete/out of focus images [Veta2014]

o Digitization: lighting conditions, magnification
 challenges in comparing images [Veta2014]

o Subjective interpretation
 variability between pathologists [Verkooijen2003], [Gomes2014]
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Histological Challenges: Dielectric
Property Measurements
Two key additional challenges:

o What region of the tissue sample should be subjected to
histological analysis, i.e., what volume within the tissue
contributes to the measured dielectric properties
o How to attribute measured properties to tissue types, i.e.,
how is heterogeneity in a sample quantified
Minor challenge:
o Probe position marking (i.e., the location where the
dielectric measurement was taken): no tissue damage,
preserved through tissue processing & slicing
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Heterogeneous Tissues:
Literature Review
o Limited studies associate dielectric properties with
tissue types through histology
o Analysis methods use pathology to:
1. categorize bulk tissue (tumor or healthy) [Sabouni2013]
2. obtain average estimate of tissue types present under
probe [Halter2009], [Lazebnik2007a], [Lazebnik2007b]
3. count cells to determine proportion of tissue with the
measured properties [Sugitani2014]
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Example Analysis Method 1
o Fixed sensing region (3mm depth)
o Tissue types present in slice estimated visually
o 2D slice used to obtain 3D estimate of tissue composition

[Lazebnik2007]
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Example Analysis Method 2
1. Count number of pixels
corresponding to each tissue
2. Obtain ratio of number of
pixels of each type to total
3. Calculate 3D volume fraction
of cancer cells

Interesting Result:
Permittivity of tumor depends on the
concentration of tumor cells 
assigning a tissue “tumor” is not
adequate and can lead to variability in
measured permittivity

[Sugitani2014]
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Simplified Example:
Why it’s more complicated

o if Sensing Depth = Thickness(Slice 1)
 Tissue composition = 100% gland
o if Sensing Depth = Thickness(Slice 1 + Slice 2)
 Tissue composition = 25% tumor + 75% gland
 BUT top layer has dominant affect (how to deal with this?)
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Summary
o New medical technologies drive the need for dielectric
properties of heterogeneous tissues
o Remaining questions on how to treat heterogeneous
samples
o Q1: how to define sensing volume
o Q2: how to quantify tissue heterogeneity and assign
measured dielectric properties

o Further investigation should lead to standardized
methods for dealing with such tissues
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Thank you!
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